CREDIT HOURS: 3.00

CONTACT HOURS: 45.00

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Emphasis will be placed on individual expression and concentration in one or two printmaking methods.

PREREQUISITES: ART 173, Lab Fee

EXPECTED COMPETENCIES:
Upon successful completion of this course, the student will:

- Create a portfolio of complex and well crafted prints that portray the his/her individual expression.
- Design interesting and skillful compositions.
- Discuss art works with a well developed and informed vocabulary.
- Integrate new artistic approaches to historic printing processes and/or other artistic methods/techniques.
- Properly mat any works selected by the department for exhibition purposes.

ASSESSMENT METHODS:
Student performance may be assessed by examination, quizzes, case studies, oral conversation, group discussion, oral presentations. The instructor reserves the option to employ one or more of these assessment methods during the course.

GRADING SCALE:
90%-100% = A
80%-89.9% = B
70%-79.9% = C
60%-69.9% = D
<60% = E